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INTRODUCTION

The McVicar Project (0-31) is a series of detailed reconnaissance 
gold targets located within raetavolcanic-metasedimentary belts west of 
Pickle Lake, Ontario.

Targets were concentrated on felsic pyroclastic rocks and 
sedimentary iron formation, which in recent years have become favourable 
locations for gold mineralization.

This report deals with the first of these targets and is here 
called the Jutzi Lake Group.

LOCATION S ACCESS

The Jutzi Lake Group is located approximately 40 air miles (60 km) 
west of Pickle Lake, and approximately 120 miles (190 km) NNE of Sioux 
Lookout, Ontario, at longitude 91 05'W and latitude 51 35'N. Access is by 
float plane t" the unnamed lake 2 miles (3 km) northeast of Jutzi Lake from 
either of these locations. Flying time from Sioux Lookout is approximately 
one hour. See Location Map below.

The claim group is comprised of 32 claims (KRL.739908-739919 
incl., 739707-739726 incl.), 8 claims long by 4 claims wide in an east-west, 
north-south direction respectively (Map E1A).

Detailed reconnaissance mapping was conducted at a scale of 1:5000 
with 100 metre line spacing within the claim group. Reconnaissance mapping 
was by ail photo. Outcrop location within the group was by pace and compass. 
To facilitate claim block location and hence outcrop locals, a grid was 
flagged at 100 m spacings along E-W claim lines (pacing east from western 
claim boundary). For reference it was assumed that the western boundary runs 
straight north-south, and that the second lowest claim line runs straight 
east-west for use as a base-line.

PHYSIOGRAPHY S VEGETATION

The property is characterized by flat to low undulating terrain 
with relief rarely exceeding 10 metres; though no attempt has been made to 
differentiate the size of the hills. Some hills are covered with sandy
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outwash material containing round boulders, cobbles, pebbles and glacial 
erratics.

Drainage occurs in two directions; the west portion of the 
property to the north-northwest and the east portion drains into the 
un-named lake to the southeast.

The entire claim group is covered with jack pines, except for 
areas of swamp (Map E1A). Well drained areas, on top of hills, have poplar 
and birch mixed with the jack pine.

The swamps on the property are predominantly spruce with varying 
amounts of tamarack, alders, cedars and labrador tea. Sphagnum moss is 
pervasive in the swamps while alders are generally concentrated along 
stream banks.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The Jutzi Lake group is located within the Long Lake
metavolcanic-metasedimentary belt (Sage, et al, 1982), of the Uchi Lake 
Subprovince, Superior Province of the Canadian Shield.

The Long Lake belt is an isoclinally folded syncline striking 
approximately east-west and plunging approximately 40-60 to the east 
(Sage, et al, 1982).

Within the map area (Map E1B) three major lithological units 
were observed. These consisted of mafic metavolcanics, felsic-intermediate 
metavolcanics (pyroclastics), and interbedded epiclastic metasediments 
and magnetite iron formation.

Mafic metavolcanics comprise approximately 30/K of the property 
and are predominantly located in the southern section of the claim block. 
Lithologies include massive, foliated and pillowed flows.

Felsic to intermediate metavolcanics are located in the northwest, 
central portion of the property and comprise approximately 15/K of the map 
area. Lithologies observed include Tuffs-Crystal Tuffs, Lapilli Tuffs, 
and water-lain bedded tuffs. No primary felsic or intermediate flows 
(i.e. Dacite-Rhyolite) were noted.

Approximately 50% of the claim group consists of metasedimentary 
rocks located in the northern and northeastern portions of the property. 
Metamorphic assemblages infer predominate rock types to be massive, 
homogeneous meta-greywacke with interbedded argillite and magnetite iron 
formation. Magnetite iron formation is located in the northeast portion of 
the property and is inferred to strike along the north boundary of the claim 
group. A unit thickness of 100 metres is inferred from mapping, and comprises 
approximately 5/K of the map area.

''-
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GEOLOGICAL SUMMAP.V 

Unit 1; Sub-unit la, b, c 

Mafic Metavolcanics

Mafic metavolcanics arc characteristically fine-grained to 
aphanitic with light to dark green to black weathering. Various hues of 
green are notable on fresh surface. Chloritization is pervasive throughout 
the mafic unit; indicative of greenschist metamorphism.

Flows are generally massive to well foliated to pillowed. Pillowed 
flows are more abundant in the western portion of the property. Here pillows 
are well developed with an average size of 50 cm x 15 cm with l cm pillow 
salvages. To the east pillows become less abundant, smaller (avg. 10-15 cm 
x 5 cm) and pillow salvages are extremely thin (3 mm avg.).

Along with being more massive, the mafic volcanics in the east are 
typically harder than those in the west. Whether this represents lateral 
facies, primary chemical change in magma chemistry, or is due to secondary 
silicification is not known.

i

Structure 6- Younging

Where pillowed flows were observed (and tops could be determined) 
younging direction was found to be entirely to the north. This corresponds 
with previous OGS mapping and is related to the major synclinal structure 
whose axis is located some distance to the north.

Foliations, where observed, trend in an east-west to east-southeast 
direction which would also conform to an easterly trending synclinal axis. 
(Possibly representing axial planar foliations-cleavage.)

Alteration

No major alteration patterns were noted in the mafic volcanics, 
however, two minor occurrences of epidote-quartz veining were observed in 
outcrop. (See Geology claims 739709, 739717),

These veins are discontinuous, and irregular in shape and 
probably represent secondary gash fillings.

These veins average 15-20 cm in width, with an epidote:quartz 
ratio of approximately 3:1. Quartz occurs as small, subparallel veinlets 
approximately i l cm in width surrounded entirely by aphanitic, yellow-green 
epidote.

Internal Structure

Minor occurrences of interflow seds., averaging 25 cm in thickness, 
were locally evident. These units are tan to dirty brown weathering with 
sharp contacts, of greywacke to arenaceous composition with a typically high 
mafic content as clasts or matrix.
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These sedimentary horizons appear to be of only locallized 
importance and were traced along strike for only 2-3 metres. A 
characteristic pinch and swell structure was a typical feature of these 
horizons.

Minor faulting of one of these horizons occurs in the central 
portion of claim 739919. Two faults trending N17W, 15 cm apart disrupt 
a 10 cm wide interflow sediment in a sinstral manner for a maximum 
observed displacement of 20 cm.

External Structure

Mafic metavolcanics are overlain entirely by metasedimentary 
rocks within the claim group. Although the contact was not actually 
observed in outcrop, outcrop location suggests an abrupt contact between 
footwall mafics and the raetasedimentary unit.

In some locals, in the eastern portion of the property, fine 
distorted beds of possible sedimentary origin, are intercalated with 
mafic volcanics, proximal to the assumed contact. This may represent 
local gradations into the overlying sedimentary pile.

Unit 2; Sub-unit 2a, b, c

Felsic-Intermediate Metavolcanics (Pyroclastics)

Felsic volcanic rocks within the claim group are relatively 
poorly exposed and occur in the northwest corner of the property. This 
unit is characterized by its buff to light-brown to light green-white 
weathering, with variable hues of these colours on fresh surface, and a 
strong, pervasive foliation. Three sub-units were classified as; 
a) Tuff-crystal tuff, b) lapilli tuff and c) waterlain bedded tuff. 
Due to limited exposure no lateral variations were observed i.e. clast 
size, distribution.

Sub-unit 2a -Tuff - Crystal Tuff

This unit consists primarily of quartz crystal tuffs and tuffs 
from aphanitic to clast size of less than 0.5 cm. Quartz "clasts" are 
ellipsoidal in shape, grey-white in colour and average 3-4 ram along long 
axis, which are preferentially aligned parallel to foliation planes. 
Matrix is predominantly very fine grained to aphanitic plagioclose and 
quartz with a minor mafic component, and is typically highly foliated. 
Composition contrast between fragments and matrix is not notably evident 
except that the quartz "eyes" are preserved better than plagioclose 
crystals.

One outcrop in claim 739916 was observed to be very strongly 
foliated and friable with sericite abundant along foliation planes, which 
inevitably represent sericitization of feldspars.
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Sub-unit 2b - Lapilli Tuff

Lapilli tuffs differ from those previously discussed (2a) by
their larger clast size and matrix composition. This unit weathers tan-beige 
to dirty-orange with notable bleaching of clasts evident. These clasts are 
oligomictic, and of felsic to intermediate composition. Visual inspection 
shows mineralogy of quartz (as phenocrysts or "eyes") approximately 2 ram in 
size, plagioclose feldspar with minor muscovite and hornblende. These 
clasts locally constitute up to 75X of the rock and reach sizes of 8 cm, 
averaging 2-4 cm along long axis.

Matrix-clast contrast is prominent due to overall higher mafic 
component of the matrix. Strong foliations, weathering and very fine grain 
size does not allow for visual mineral identification beyond the notable 
increase in mafic content.

Sub-unit 2c - Waterlain Bedded Tuff

One large outcrop in claim 739916 is a very well bedded, light 
green to beige weathering tuff. Bedding is easily distinguished by colour 
variations while mineralogy is very fine grained to aphanitic. Bedding 
thickness ranges between 0.5 - 2 cm with a quartz crystal tuff bed 15 cm 
wide.

This unit is notably higher in silica content than the previous 
units and may in part be intercalated with chert (fine welded tuff).

Foliations are poorly defined but bedding is prominent and in 
part reflects high silica content. No lateral definition of this unit was 
observed due to poor exposure in the area.

Internal Structure

Structurally the most prominent feature evident within the felsic 
pyroclastics is the strong, pervasive foliation present (other than the 
waterlain bedded tuff). This strong foliation(s) combined with feldspar 
alteration accounts for the highly friable nature of these units locally.

The outcrop in the east-central portion of claim 739707 shows a 
highly sheared to mylanitized quartz crystal tuff, intruded by highly 
chloritic, aphanitic mafic sills. This sheared zone is approximately 1.5 
metres wide and is evident by the loss of quartz "eyes", and presence of 
ptygmatically folded quartz veins(?) with chloritic gangue material wrapped 
around them. Quartz crystal tuff is altered to sheared sericite tuff 
within the raylonitized area. Contact with unaltered quartz crystal tuff is 
marked by aphanitic, chloritic (muddy) sills.

External Structure

Laterally and vertically the felsic pyroclastics grade into 
metasedimentary rocks of predominantly greyvacke composition. In outcrop 
interbedding is evident between these units and it is inferred that the
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contact, both laterally and vertically, is gradational. To the east, 
lateral gradations may in fact represent facies change from volcaniclastic 
(pyroclastic) rocks to epiclastic, volcanically derived sediments.

Unit 3, sub-units 3a, b, c

Metasedimentary Rocks

Unit 3a, b - Meta-argillites

Massive, homogeneous and moderately well bedded metagreywackes are 
interbedded throughout the central and eastern portions of the property.

These rocks weather dirty brown to reddish-brown with black-white, 
brown to buff fresh surfaces. Arenaceous units are composed essentially of 
biotite-quartz-plagioclose * muscovite Hh hornblende. Preferred elongation 
of platy minerals produces prominent foliations in most outcrops, and where 
muscovite is present in sufficient quantities a weak to moderate phyllitic 
texture is developed. Mineral segregation of biotite and quartzofeldspathic 
layers causes black and white banding on fresh surface.

In the eastern-central and northern portions of the claim group, 
biotite-quartz-plagioclose schists (3a) become interbedded with biotite- 
quartz-plagioclose-garnet schists of argillaceous composition (3b). These 
argillaceous bands are variable in thickness and range from a few millimetres 
to tens of centimetres. They weather dirty-brown to red-brown with modular, 
resistant porphyroblasts of garnet weathering high. Garnet (Almandine) size 
and quantity also varies widely from 2-3 mm to 1-2 cm and from S-70% of the 
rock respectively. The porphyroblasts occur within a fine grained phanertic 
to aphanitic matrix of biotite-quartz-plagioclose ± muscovite, are generally 
subhedral and in some locals are visually poikioblast le with biotite and 
showing some rotation. Spatial association with biotite is evident.

A notable feature of these garnets is that they do not occur 
within the lower portions of the sedimentary pile (i.e. claims 739918, 
739709, 712, 717, 720 etc.). Whether this represents a garnet isograd (see 
proposed isograd(?) location; Geology map) or merely reflects a lack of 
argillaceous beds (which is this author's opinion) to the south and west. 
The author has opted for the latter hypothesis due to spatial relationship 
with garnets and magnetite iron formation. Both of which farillite, magnetite 
(chert)} are associated with quiescent conditions for deposition.

Unit 3c - Magnetite Iron Formation

Magnetite iron formation occurs in tht northeast and to the north 
of the claim group. Two lithologic sub-units were noted as being i) massive 
to disseminated magnetite in quartz-plagioclose-biotite 4^ garnet schists and; 
ii) well bedded magnetite iron formation.

A working thickness of 100 metres was interpreted for this unit 
from outcrop locations.

Outcrops of magnetite iron formation are dark brown to black 
weathering with resistant magnetite (chert) beds prominent towards the
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central portion of the unit. Where bedding is prominent, beds range in 
size from 2 mm to 4-5 cm and weather very high and resistant. A high silica 
content is interpreted from hardness and weathering and is thought to 
represent primary silica, possibly chert. Visual collaboration of this 
was not possible due to the aphanitic nature of the beds.

Where distinct magnetite (chert) beds are not evident (generally 
towards the edges of the unit) the magnetite is typically intercalated with 
clastic metasediraents, as fine to medium grained disseminations. This is 
indicative of both upper and lower contacts and suggests that contacts with 
surrounding metasediments is gradational.

Internal Structure

One large outcrop located to the north of the property (north 
west section of the claim group) was observed to have tightly folded 
magnetite beds (Z-type), which was typical as compared to the remainder of 
the iron formation observed. Minor quartz veining was also observed in this 
vicinity but not directly within the. folded outcrop. (See geochem sample 
locations.) (Map E1B)

Mafic Intrusive Rocks 

Unit 4 (Amphibolite)

Three outcrops (claims 739916, 739722, 739725) of medium to coarse 
grained amphibolite (hornblendite) were observed on the property. This 
"unit" weathers dark black to spotty with black-green to black-white fresh 
surface. Amphiboles are subhedral, 0.5-1 cm in length and consititute up to 
70?i of mineralogy. Matrix is very fine grained to aphanitic, white to light 
green and is assumed to be plagioclose.

Origin of this unit is unknown and is thought to be of only local 
significance.

Unit 5, Intermediate Granitoid Intrusive (Post-Tectonic)

Located in the northeast corner of the claim group, medium 
grained, equigranular, massive granodiorite-trandjhemite occurs as 
localized sills and dykes intruding biotite-quartz-plagioclose schists. 
Hand specimen mineralogy is 65-70% plagioclose, lS-20% quartz, 1021 biotite 
* K-feldspar.

GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY

During detailed and reconnaissance mapping of the Jutzi Lake 
group, lithogeochemical samples were taken for whole rock geochemistry and 
for gold.
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Sampling was confined to felsic pyroclastic rocks, metasedimentary 
rocks and minor quartz veins which were considered worthwhile for sampling, 
especially those related with magnetite iron formation.

Samples were taken at approximately 100 metre intervals, or as 
close as outcrop locations i.e. generally not closer than 100 metre intervals.

Sample numbers were coded as follows: B1000 to B1095 inclusive, 
B-Beta Crew, 1-First Target (i.e. Jutzi Lake Group), 000-095-saraple number.

Geochemical samples were shipped to Sioux Lookout where they are 
to be crushed to 100 gram sample size and there shipped for assay. Arrival 
of these results must be waited upon before significant conclusions can be 
reached.

Due to the character of glacial sediments, generally as outwash 
plain sands and gravels, glacial studies were not undertaken in the claim 
group are*., nor within reconnaissance areas.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It should be noted that due to strong compass deviations, 
caused by the magnetite iron formation, the northern portion of the claim 
group has been pushed to the south by as much as 500 metres. Therefore a 
considerable amount of property has been lost to the north.

Since the magnetite iron formation is a primary target it should 
^e considered that additional staking be completed to the north to cover 
this unit. With the inferred strike of the iron formation from mapping an 
additional six claims to the north of claim 739715 and striking west is 
recommended, to cover the approximately 100 metre wide unit.

This amount of staking would also cover the tightly folded 
(Z-type) magnetite iron formation to the north of claim 739915. This was 
the only outcrop of iron formation where folding was observed and this area 
should warrant further investigation for possible gold mineralization. 
Rough reconnaissance was run in this area but due to strong compass directions 
and low swampy ground no further outcrops were encountered.

The felsic pyroclastic pile in the map area shows limited signs 
of alteration, although strong sericite alteration was noted in association 
with a 1.5 m mylonitic zone parallel to foliation in one outcrop 
(claim 739707). Poor exposure in this area (as with the felsic volcanics 
overall) did not allow for surface delineation of this feature. Where this 
zone was observed no sulphide mineralization was evident, however, geochemical 
analysis should reveal any possible indications that this may lead to any 
significant mineralization along strike, possible to the west, where the 
felsic unit is lost under low ground. If this is the case follow-up 
exploration including magnetometer and VLF-EM surveys should be compJated.

At this point in time, without geochemical analysis no further 
recommendations are given.

All of which is respectfully

Mark W. Masson, B.Se.
Project Geologist /tistrict Geologist
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BETA CREW

Supervisor - John L. Wahl, Ph.D. 

Party Chief - Mark Masson, B.Se. 

Senior - Chris Bonner, B.Se, 

Senior - Mark Lewis, B.Se. 

Junior - Larry Jones 

Junior - Terry Chong
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JUTZI 'LAKE GROUP

KRL 739908

739909

739910

739911

739912

739913

739914

739915

739916

739917

739918

739919

739707

739708

739709

739710

739711

739712

739713

739714

739715

739716

739717

739718

739719

739720

739721

739722

739723

739724

739725

739726

RED LAKE MINING DISTRICT
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APPENDIX iii

GEOCHEMICAL SAMPLES



BIOOO to B1095 incl.
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PRECAMBRIAN - ARCHEAN

INTERMEDIATE GRANITOID INTRUSIVE
Granodiorite-Trondhjemile : massive, equigranular,

quartz, plog, biotite

AMPHIBOLITE
massive, medium grotDed hornblende rich; orogin 

unknown

METASEDIMENTS
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schist ^hornblende
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(almandine) schist

c)Mognetite IrtJn Formation; i)massive-disseminated

i Dwell banded 

Generally intercalated with a) and b)

FELSIC-INTERMEDIATE METAVOLCANIC
a) Tuff, Crystal tuff

b) Lapilli tuff 

rfWoterlain bedded tuff
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